Review article: colorectal cancer surveillance in ulcerative colitis - what should we be doing?
Different societies have published guidelines for colorectal cancer (CRC) surveillance in ulcerative colitis (UC). While it would seem that most gastroenterologists and endoscopists agree with these guidelines, different studies have shown that in clinical practice, the concept of dysplasia is not fully understood, and therefore, the guidelines are not always followed. According to some studies, the reason why gastroenterologists do not follow the recommendations is inadequate education. The main advance in recent years in this subject is in endoscopic diagnosis of dysplasia. The magnification and chromoendoscopy allow targeted biopsies to be taken. Some studies indicate that nontargeted biopsies are not useful in ruling out dysplasia. It is also important to realize that most dysplasia is visible in conventional colonoscopy. In colonoscopy, it is not only significant to detect dysplasia-associated lesions or masses; the endoscopist should also be trained to detect, in the course of conventional exploration, subtle changes in colour or in mucosal surfaces that imply dysplasia. Adherence to guidelines had been extensively assessed in other disease conditions (asthma, hypertension, etc.). According to our knowledge there are no such data regarding CRC surveillance in UC. Some barriers that may affect physicians include: (i) knowledge (lack of awareness or lack of familiarity); (ii) attitudes (lack of agreement, lack of self-efficacy, lack of outcome expectancy, or the inertia of previous practice) and (iii) behaviour (external barriers). In conclusion, we need new guidelines for CRC surveillance in UC, which must take into account the advances in risk factors of dysplasia and new technologies to study colon dysplasia.